In 4 Simon experiments the authors examined control over 2 routes of sensorimotor processing: response priming in the unconditional route and response selection via the conditional route. The Simon effect diminished as the frequency of noncorresponding trials increased. Location-based response priming was observed only when the stimulus followed a corresponding event but not after a noncorresponding trial. Therefore, the unconditional route appears to be suppressed whenever the task context indicates priming as potentially disadvantageous. Moreover, the task-irrelevant stimulus location was used for response selection as a function of correspondence probability. Although exact repetitions of stimulus-response sequences caused a marked speed-up of responses, this 3rd mechanism is independent of unconditional route suppression and frequency-based adjustments in the conditional route.
In 4 Simon experiments the authors examined control over 2 routes of sensorimotor processing: response priming in the unconditional route and response selection via the conditional route. The Simon effect diminished as the frequency of noncorresponding trials increased. Location-based response priming was observed only when the stimulus followed a corresponding event but not after a noncorresponding trial. Therefore, the unconditional route appears to be suppressed whenever the task context indicates priming as potentially disadvantageous. Moreover, the task-irrelevant stimulus location was used for response selection as a function of correspondence probability. Although exact repetitions of stimulus-response sequences caused a marked speed-up of responses, this 3rd mechanism is independent of unconditional route suppression and frequency-based adjustments in the conditional route.
Phenomena of stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility (SRC) have become of renewed interest for the question of sensorimotor control. Particularly, examinations of the Simon effect (for a review, see Simon, 1990 ) have contributed to theoretical developments in this field of research (cf. Hommel & Prinz, 1997) . The Simon effect refers to the finding that spatially arranged responses to nonspatial stimulus features (e.g., shape, color) are faster when the task-irrelevant stimulus location and the response are on the same side than when they are on opposite sides (cf. Simon, 1990) . Present accounts of the Simon effect posit that a spatial code of the irrelevant stimulus location is formed and that this code either facilitates or interferes with task-relevant processing at responserelated stages (for a review, see Lu & Proctor, 1995) .
More specifically, common explanations of the Simon effect postulate two separate routes from perception to action (e.g., De Jong, Liang, & Lauber, 1994; Hommel, 1993; Kornblum, Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990) . It is assumed that in a conditional route the appropriate response is intentionally selected and activated, whereas in a parallel, unconditional route the response that spatially corresponds to stimulus location is automatically activated. Thus, right-sided stimuli directly prime right-sided responses, and left-sided stimuli prime left-sided responses. As a result, when stimulus and response location correspond, the correct response is facilitated. In contrast, for noncorresponding stimulus and response locations, the two routes activate conflicting responses. The resolution of this conflict in favor of the appropriate response leads to prolonged reaction times (RTs) .
As yet, few researchers have addressed the theoretical issue of whether processing via unconditional and conditional routes is subjected to control. For example, Kornblum et al. (1990) incorporated into their dual-route model of SRC a response verification process that prevents preactivated response codes from directly accessing response execution. Others have inferred from a decreasing Simon effect with increasing response latency that locationbased response activation is subject to inhibition or decay (e.g., De Jong et al., 1994; Hommel, 1993 Hommel, , 1994a . More specifically, Hommel (1994b) tested two alternative hypotheses, namely, spontaneous decay versus voluntary inhibition of response priming in the Simon task. Passive decay of primed response codes was varied by manipulating the delay of information about stimulus identity relative to stimulus location. Additionally, the frequency of corresponding trials was manipulated to induce strategic influences on the Simon effect. The frequency manipulation was motivated by findings that the Stroop effect decreases and even reverses with increasing probability of conflict trials, which had been attributed to the strategic use of irrelevant stimulus informa-tion for response decision (Logan, 1980; Logan & Zbrodoff, 1979; Logan, Zbrodoff, & Williamson, 1984) . Hommel (1994b) found a similar influence of frequency on the size of the Simon effect. That is, with 80% corresponding trials, the Simon effect was normal but reversed with 20%. This frequency effect was additive to a decrease of the Simon effect with increasing delays of the relevant stimulus feature. Hommel explained his results by assuming that (a) frequency effects in the Simon task are caused by strategic influences on the conditional route, whereas (b) the reduction of the Simon effect with delayed presentation is based on passive decay of location-induced response code activation within the unconditional route.
Using Jacoby's (1991) process-dissociation procedure, Toth et al. (1995) provided independent support for the view that changes in the frequency of corresponding trials modify conditional S-R processing but leave response priming unaffected. They explained the decrease of the Simon effect with increasingly frequent noncorresponding trials by an associative component within the conditional route linking stimulus locations and response locations. The idea of associative S-R links is more explicitly formulated in a recent connectionist model of the Simon effect proposed by Tagliabue, Zorzi, Umiltà, and Bassignani (2000) . They conceptualized the unconditional route in terms of sensorimotor links within long-term memory and the conditional route in terms of links within short-term memory (STM; see also Proctor & Lu, 1999) .
An important feature of Tagliabue et al.'s (2000) model is that STM links established on the basis of task instructions are modifiable through experience with specific S-R mappings. This assumption is supported by the finding that prior practice with an incompatible stimulus-to-response location mapping eliminated and even reversed the Simon effect (Proctor & Lu, 1999; Tagliabue et al., 2000) .
We propose to extend this framework by suggesting that STM links in the conditional route are formed not only by prior experience with a task-irrelevant stimulus-to-response location mapping but also when such a relationship is consistently present in a majority of trials on a short-term basis. According to this idea, stimulus location is flexibly linked to spatially corresponding responses when corresponding trials are relatively frequent and to noncorresponding responses when noncorresponding trials predominate. We refer to this view of a frequency-induced response bias in the conditional route as the STM link hypothesis.
Changing the global probability of events also changes their local trial-by-trial probability (cf. Kornblum, 1973) ; for example, if a given event is made more frequent, the frequency of repetitions of that event on subsequent trials increases. In this article, we consider effects of overall event frequency as well as the shortterm structure of event sequences. That sequential effects may affect the Simon effect is made plausible by studies of SRC by Stoffels (1996a Stoffels ( , 1996b . He investigated sequential dependencies in a spatial S-R mapping task in which left-right choice responses were required to left-and right-pointing arrows (Stoffels, 1996a) . As a second relevant stimulus dimension, arrow color alternated randomly, determining whether responses were to be made in line with (compatible) or against (incompatible) the arrow direction. Stoffels found shorter RTs for compatible trials than for incompatible trials but only when the immediately preceding trial had been compatible. In contrast, after incompatible trials, compatible RT increased to the level of incompatible RT, causing the spatial S-R mapping effect to disappear. To account for this finding, Stoffels (1996a) suggested a preset suppression of the unconditional route, preventing priming-induced incorrect responses. Following a compatible trial, suppression is temporarily released, allowing response priming via the unconditional route, resulting in faster RTs in compatible trials than in incompatible trials. In contrast, compatibility effects after incompatible trials are prevented by the suppression of the unconditional route.
According to these findings, contextual dependencies seem to control the unconditional route when the spatial stimulus dimension is task-relevant. It is unclear, however, whether similar intertrial control applies when the correspondence between stimulus and response location is task-irrelevant, as in the Simon task. Because response priming may be harmful also in the Simon paradigm, one may suggest that also in this task the unconditional route is suppressed in order to prevent incorrect responses after noncorresponding trials and is released from suppression after corresponding trials. Of course, it is also possible that the release of suppression is the preset mode of the unconditional route. In this case, processing within the unconditional route would be blocked by noncorresponding trials. We refer to these views as the suppression hypothesis. Whether suppression or release of suppression is the preset mode of the unconditional route is not the issue of the present study, because we attempted a first test of the idea that there is something like contextual control of the Simon effect. In this respect, it is most important to recognize that both possible modes of suppression make identical predictions as regards the processing of current stimuli as a function of the trial sequence.
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That is, in both cases a Simon effect is expected after a corresponding event and not at all after a noncorresponding one.
If the suppression hypothesis is correct, the decline of the Simon effect with increasing frequency of noncorresponding events (Hommel, 1994b; Toth et al., 1995) cannot be interpreted unambiguously. When one class of events is more probable than other types of events, their trial-to-trial repetitions become more frequent. Therefore, the effect of global probability manipulations on the Simon effect may stem from modulations of STM links in the conditional route as well as from short-term suppression due to the encounter of noncorresponding trials. More specifically, when noncorresponding trials predominate, any given trial is more likely to be preceded by a noncorresponding event. This should cause a relatively frequent suppression of the unconditional route. In contrast, when corresponding trials predominate, the unconditional route should usually be free from inhibition, yielding a large Simon effect due to response priming. Of course, the suppression hypothesis cannot account for a reverse Simon effect with large proportions of noncorresponding trials (e.g., Hommel, 1994b; Toth et al., 1995) . This is because a complete blocking of the unconditional route with noncorresponding predecessors should result in no Simon effect. Therefore, we believe that a comprehensive theory of the Simon effect has to take into account possible 1 Future studies might address the actual mode of suppression mechanisms by including neutral trials as a baseline. Accordingly, if suppression is the default mode, one should expect no interference effect following a neutral event. In contrast, if release of suppression is the default, a Simon effect should clearly show up after a neutral trial. influences on both the conditional and unconditional routes. One important theoretical implication of the suppression hypothesis is that it suggests a general mechanism of contextual control over the unconditional route that does not depend on correspondence frequency. Whether or not there are modulations of conditional route processing by correspondence frequency is the main issue for the STM link hypothesis. Of course, it is logically conceivable as well that the influences of correspondence frequency are less localized and relate to both routes of processing involved in the Simon effect. It is therefore of interest to test the validity of these specific assertions about influences of correspondence frequency on processing within conditional and unconditional routes.
We conducted a series of four experiments in which the influence of correspondence frequency and correspondence sequence was examined. Throughout, corresponding (C) and noncorresponding (NC) conditions in the current trial N were distinguished according to the correspondence in trial N Ϫ 1 (C vs. NC), resulting in four different first-order correspondence sequences (C-C, C-NC, NC-C, and NC-NC, with italics representing trial N). Experiment 1 showed that frequency-related influences on the Simon effect depend on both correspondence frequency and correspondence sequence, consistent with the idea that these manipulations affect the conditional and unconditional routes, respectively. Using the lateralized readiness potential (LRP) as a measure of selective motor preparation, Experiment 2 provided direct evidence for the suppression hypothesis and for an additional influence of correspondence frequency on activation of the correct response via the conditional route. In Experiment 3, corresponding and noncorresponding events were held equiprobable. Here, unconditional response priming was completely suppressed when a noncorresponding event preceded. Experiment 4 controlled for S-R sequence effects, possibly mimicking an influence of the correspondence sequence. This time corresponding and noncorresponding events varied between experimental blocks. Still, unconditional route suppression was indicated by the absence of response priming in the LRP on both go and no-go trials in blocks of noncorresponding events.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, we aimed at replicating earlier reports of frequency-related modulations of the Simon effect (Hommel, 1994b; Toth et al., 1995) , for a vertical S-R arrangement. This arrangement was necessary to allow straightforward interpretation of the LRP recorded in the following experiments.
2 In different experimental blocks, the overall frequency of corresponding trials was 80%, 50%, or 20%.
Consistent with the STM link hypothesis, we assumed that location-based S-R contingencies due to unequal frequencies of corresponding and noncorresponding conditions influence STM links within the conditional route. STM links between stimulus and response locations should be formed only with correspondence conditions of disproportionate frequency, because only in this case do specific S-R location contingencies predominate. For example, when corresponding trials are frequent (80%), as a result of practice with predominantly corresponding trials, response activation via STM links should be biased toward the spatially corresponding response. As a result, spatially corresponding responses should be especially fast because both conditional and unconditional routes activate the correct response. In contrast, a noncorresponding response should be much slower because incorrect activation arises from both unconditional route priming and a response selection bias, resulting in strong response competition. This view does not predict sequence-dependent modulations of the Simon effect because intertrial correspondence relationships are not encoded.
Intertrial dependencies are the issue of the suppression hypothesis that assumes blocking of the unconditional route after a noncorresponding trial. After corresponding trials the unconditional route is not suppressed, allowing for correct and incorrect response priming, depending on the correspondence of the trial given. As a result, the Simon effect in the current trial should be present after corresponding predecessors and absent after noncorresponding predecessors, regardless of the frequency of corresponding trials. These sequential dependencies should be seen most clearly when overall corresponding and noncorresponding trials are equiprobable, that is, when there are presumably no STM links.
Method Participants
Eight right-handed participants (age range ϭ 26 -53 years, M ϭ 32.0 years; 6 women, 2 men) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in the first experiment.
Stimuli and Apparatus
Participants were seated in a sound-attenuated, electrically shielded, and dimly lit chamber. Responses were recorded with two keys placed on a table in the participant's midsagittal plane at a distance of 25 cm. All stimuli were displayed in white on black on a computer monitor. A constant viewing distance of 1 m was provided by a fixed chin rest. The fixation point in the center of the screen was marked by a cross (0.23°ϫ 0.23°, 0.3 cd/m 2 ). Stimuli consisted of filled squares and diamonds (0.66°ϫ 0.66°, 4.2 cd/m 2 ), presented for 100 ms above or below fixation with an eccentricity of 1.2°visual angle. The response-to-stimulus interval varied randomly between 1,000 and 1,100 ms.
Procedure and Design
Each participant's task was to make fast and accurate choice responses as a function of stimulus shape in two experimental sessions lasting about 1 hr each. Both sessions were run within the same week with at least a 5-hr break in between. In each of two sessions, nine blocks of 80 trials were presented. The frequency of corresponding trials within a given block was 20%, 50%, or 80%. Each session comprised three blocks of the 50% correspondence frequency condition and six blocks of either the 20% or the 80% correspondence frequency condition. Blocks with the same correspondence frequency were presented successively. Four participants started each session with the 50% correspondence frequency condition, and 4 participants started with either the 20% or the 80% correspondence fre-2 A problem with the use of the LRP in a standard Simon paradigm concerns the possibility that stimuli presented in the left and right visual hemifield elicit asymmetric event-related brain potential activity related to the stimulus location but unrelated to the response. This sensory activity may be picked up at the electrodes over the motor cortices and indistinguishably overlap with the LRP. This overlap problem can be avoided by using vertical S-R arrangements (De Jong et al., 1994; Valle-Inclán, 1996) . quency condition. Moreover, half of the participants received the 80% correspondence frequency condition in the first session, and the others received the 20% condition. The remaining correspondence frequency condition was presented in the second session.
Half of the participants responded to the diamond with the upper key and to the square with the lower key, and the other participants received the reverse mapping. Additionally, the mapping of fingers to response keys was balanced between participants. Half of them operated the upper key with the left and the lower key with the right index finger, whereas the reverse mapping was used for the others.
Data Analysis
Incorrect responses and those faster than 100 ms or slower than 1,000 ms led to the exclusion of both the current and the subsequent trial. To assess the effect of the first-order correspondence sequence, both corresponding and noncorresponding trials were further subdivided into whether they had been preceded by either corresponding or noncorresponding trials. Repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed including the variables correspondence frequency (80%, 50%, or 20%), correspondence (C vs. NC), and preceding correspondence (C vs. NC). HuynhFeldt corrections (Huynh & Feldt, 1976) were applied if necessary, and the p values were adjusted by the stated value. Furthermore, planned comparisons between corresponding and noncorresponding trials, indicating the presence of the Simon effect, were performed by means of two-tailed t tests.
Results
Error rates and RTs are depicted in Figure 1 . Errors averaged 8%, including 0.7% slow response errors (RT Ͼ 1,000 ms) and 7.3% choice errors; no anticipation errors (RT Ͻ 100 ms) occurred.
The analysis of RTs revealed a main effect of correspondence, F(1, 7) ϭ 12.9, p Ͻ .01; responses were faster for corresponding than noncorresponding trials (M ϭ 419 vs. 451 ms). This correspondence effect was modulated by correspondence frequency, F(2, 14) ϭ 7.3, p Ͻ .01, ϭ .84; the Simon effect decreased with the frequency of corresponding trials from the 80% (80 ms), to the 50% (33 ms), to the 20% (-17 ms) correspondence frequency conditions. Figure 1 depicts the influence of the correspondence sequence and of the correspondence frequency conditions on the Simon effect. The correspondence sequence influenced the magnitude of the Simon effect, F(1, 7) ϭ 41.1, p Ͻ .01, and this effect was further modulated by correspondence frequency, as indicated by the Correspondence Frequency ϫ Correspondence ϫ Preceding Correspondence interaction, F(2, 14) ϭ 4.5, p ϭ .03. We performed separate ANOVAs for each preceding correspondence condition to determine under which condition the frequencyrelated modulation of the Simon effect was present. When a corresponding trial preceded, the Simon effect was influenced by correspondence frequency, F(2, 14) ϭ 7.52, p Ͻ .01. Pairwise comparisons revealed no difference in the Simon effect between the 20% (65 ms) and the 50% (66 ms) conditions, t Ͻ 1, but it was significantly enlarged in the 80% condition (101 ms), ts(7) ϭ 4.3, ps Ͻ .01. When a noncorresponding trial preceded, the Correspondence Frequency ϫ Correspondence interaction was again significant, F(2, 14) ϭ 5.4, p Ͻ .03, ϭ .85; there was no Simon effect in the 50% (0 ms) and 80% (-2 ms) correspondence frequency conditions, ts Ͻ 1, but there was a reverse Simon effect in the 20% condition (-38 ms), t(7) ϭ 3.1, p Ͻ .05.
The analysis of error rates produced similar results (see Figure  1 ). There was a significant Simon effect after a corresponding event (11.7%), t(7) ϭ 4.2, p Ͻ .01, but not after a noncorresponding event (0.3%), t Ͻ 1. Thus, a speed-accuracy trade-off explanation of RT findings can be excluded because conditions with shortest RTs were also most accurate.
Discussion
As we expected, the magnitude of the Simon effect decreased with the frequency of corresponding trials for our vertical S-R arrangement, replicating previous findings obtained with standard horizontal S-R arrangements (Hommel, 1994b; Toth et al., 1995) . However, extending these previous reports, the analysis of the first-order correspondence sequence indicated a Simon effect in the 80% and 50% correspondence frequency conditions only when a corresponding but not when a noncorresponding trial preceded. When corresponding trials were rare (20% correspondence frequency), the Simon effect after noncorresponding trials was even reversed.
The sequential modulations of the Simon effect in the 50% and 80% correspondence frequency conditions support the suppression hypothesis. Especially the modulation of the Simon effect by preceding correspondence in the 50% correspondence frequency condition cannot be accounted for by the STM link hypothesis. The absence of a Simon effect with a noncorresponding predecessor can be explained by assuming suppression of the unconditional route to prevent incorrect response priming. When a corresponding trial precedes, corresponding RTs decrease and noncorresponding RTs increase either because the unconditional route is released from suppression or because this is the default mode of the unconditional route. This view is further supported by the finding Figure 1 . Mean reaction times (RTs) and standard errors based on the standard within-subject error term (i.e., variability caused by the Subject ϫ Condition interaction; cf. Loftus & Masson, 1994) are depicted in the upper panels. Lower panels show mean error rates. Current corresponding and noncorresponding events in Experiment 1 are distinguished for correspondence sequences. Data for trials preceded by a corresponding event are depicted in the left panel, whereas events with noncorresponding predecessors are displayed in the right panel.
that error rates showed a Simon effect only with a corresponding but not with a noncorresponding predecessor.
However, the suppression hypothesis cannot explain the reversed Simon effect with a noncorresponding predecessor for the 20% correspondence frequency condition. This is because the suppression view makes no assumptions about the modulation of S-R processing when unconditional processing is suppressed. Moreover, the suppression hypothesis has difficulties with explaining the enlarged Simon effect after corresponding events in the 80% correspondence frequency condition as compared with the 50% condition. Thus, it appears that another mechanism is responsible for these modulations of the Simon effect. In line with the STM link hypothesis, one may suggest that the stimulus location activates a response also via slower STM links that are formed in the conditional route by frequent practice with a particular correspondence condition. It remains unclear why such a biasing influence should be absent after noncorresponding predecessors when corresponding conditions predominate or with corresponding predecessors when noncorresponding events predominate. The next experiment provides a further test for the influence of correspondence frequency on the conditional route by using only the 20% and 80% correspondence frequency conditions. Omitting the 50% correspondence frequency condition should reduce possible asymmetric transfer effects that may be caused by the order of frequency conditions. However, the primary goal of Experiment 2 was to elucidate covert influences on the response system by recording event-related brain potentials (ERPs).
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was planned to provide independent evidence for the assumption that the response priming route underlies contextual control by the correspondence sequence while the frequency of correspondence conditions additionally influences STM links of the conditional route. To this end, we assessed response activation by recording the LRP as an electrophysiological correlate of motor preparation. Anatomical and functional findings qualify the LRP as an index of selective motor preparation (e.g., Coles, 1989; De Jong, Wierda, Mulder, & Mulder; 1988; Miller & Hackley, 1992; Osman & Moore, 1993) . The LRP is computed from the ERP recorded above the motor cortices of the hemispheres contralateral and ipsilateral to the responding hand (Coles, 1989 ; also see the Method section). The onset of stimulus-locked LRP activity provides a chronometric index for the duration of premotoric processing stages (cf. Leuthold, Sommer, & Ulrich, 1996; Osman & Moore, 1993) , whereas negative and positive LRP polarity indicates activation of the correct and incorrect response hand, respectively (e.g., Coles, 1989) .
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 except that the 50% correspondence condition was omitted to warrant the necessary number of trials for reliable LRP recordings. In previous electrophysiological studies of the Simon effect, it had been observed that noncorresponding trials elicit an initial phase of incorrect LRP activation peaking at about 200 ms, followed by a second phase of correct LRP activation. This was interpreted to indicate initial priming of the incorrect response, followed by correct response activation under control of the conditional route (e.g., De Jong et al., 1994; Valle-Inclán, 1996) . A recent transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) study by Stürmer, Siggelkow, Dengler, and Leuthold (2000) provided evidence for the significance of initial stimulus location-based LRP activity. TMS was applied to the motor cortex in a Simon task at the moment when response priming was presumed to be maximal as inferred from LRP studies (De Jong et al., 1994; Valle-Inclán, 1996) . Consistent with the expected influence of correspondence on motor activity, corticospinal excitability was found to be higher for primed than nonprimed responses as measured by TMS-induced motor potentials in the forearm. In combination with previous LRP results in the Simon task, the TMS findings fit nicely with the widely accepted view that the LRP provides information about covert motor activation (cf. Coles, 1989; Eimer, 1995; Leuthold et al., 1996) .
The LRP appears to be a useful measure to test the validity of the STM link hypothesis and the suppression hypothesis. Unconditional response activation can be seen best in noncorresponding trials when there is initial incorrect LRP activation, counteracting with subsequent correct activation of the selected response. In corresponding trials, the early and late phases of correct LRP activation are difficult to disentangle because of their identical polarity. The STM link hypothesis predicts that response activations induced by unconditional and conditional routes interact in different ways depending on correspondence frequency and correspondence on trial N. For example, when corresponding trials predominate, STM links should be biased toward the activation of spatially corresponding responses. When a noncorresponding trial occurs, the incorrect response should be activated via both shortterm and long-term memory links, leading to an initially incorrect LRP. In contrast, when noncorresponding trials predominate, STM links in the conditional route are biased to activate a spatially noncorresponding response. Still, the unconditional route should activate the spatially corresponding response. As a result, when noncorresponding events are frequent, response activations via unconditional and conditional routes should initially cancel each other, thereby reducing early LRP amplitudes. More specifically, in the case of a current corresponding event, the correct response activation via the unconditional route is counteracted by noncorresponding response activation mediated by STM links. Conversely, in a current noncorresponding event, the unconditional route activates the incorrect corresponding response, but STM links induce correct activation of the noncorresponding response.
The suppression hypothesis predicts that automatic response priming depends on the correspondence sequence irrespective of the correspondence frequency condition. That is, initial correct and incorrect LRP activation in corresponding trials and noncorresponding trials should be present only when a corresponding event precedes. With a noncorresponding predecessor, the unconditional route should be suppressed, and, hence, noncorresponding trials should not elicit any incorrect LRP activity. Furthermore, the suppression hypothesis suggests that frequency-related effects on STM links of the slower conditional route affect correct LRP onset but do not affect the early LRP amplitude.
Method Participants
Sixteen paid volunteers (age range ϭ 18 -44 years, M ϭ 26.4 years; 9 women, 7 men) participated in the second experiment. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were right-handed, with a mean handedness score of 88 (Oldfield, 1971) .
Procedure and Design
The experimental session started with a practice block of 40 corresponding and 40 noncorresponding trials, presented in random order. Then, 12 experimental blocks consisting of 80 trials each were run, separated by brief resting periods of approximately 1 min. Half of the participants started with 6 consecutive blocks of the 80% frequency condition followed by 6 blocks of the 20% correspondence frequency condition, whereas the other half of the participants received the two frequency conditions in the reverse order.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity was DC-recorded from sites C3Ј and C4Ј (located 1 cm in front of C3 and C4, respectively; cf. Kutas & Donchin, 1980) . The vertical electroocular (vEOG) activity was registered from above and below the left eye and the horizontal EOG (hEOG) from the left and right outer canthi. All electrodes were referenced to the left mastoid. The EEG and EOG recordings were sampled at 200 Hz. Electrode impedance was kept below 5 k⍀.
Trials containing blinks were corrected offline (Berg, 1986) . EEG and EOG at each electrode site were digitally filtered (Butterworth filters; bandpass 0.01-8 Hz) and averaged according to the experimental conditions and for each hand. Then, C3Ј, C4Ј, and hEOG signals were recalculated to bipolar derivations by subtracting signals from recording sites ipsilateral to the required response hand from the homologous contralateral site. For example, in trials calling for a right-hand response, the signal recorded at C4Ј was subtracted from the signal recorded at C3Ј. These difference waveforms were averaged across the response hands for each participant and experimental condition. The resulting averaged difference waveform obtained from electrodes over the motor cortices reflects the LRP. Negative and positive LRP deviations from the zero line indicate correct and incorrect response activation, respectively, whereas the LRP onset provides a chronometric index for the beginning of hand-specific motor preparation (cf. Coles, 1989) . Throughout this article, we speak of correct and incorrect LRP activity as referring to the activation of the correct and the incorrect response, respectively.
The LRP was averaged in stimulus-locked epochs of 1,500-ms duration starting 300 ms prior to stimulus onset. LRP activity was aligned to a 100-ms baseline period immediately preceding stimulus onset. For a test of initial correct or incorrect LRP activity, we calculated mean LRP amplitudes for six consecutive 25-ms intervals from 150 to 300 ms after stimulus onset. Deviations of LRP activation from baseline were tested by one-tailed t tests. In addition, correct LRP onset was analyzed with the jackknifebased method proposed by Miller, Patterson, and Ulrich (1998) . For each condition, grand mean LRP waveforms were calculated by averaging across all participants. In each LRP waveform, the onset of correct LRP activation was determined as the time point where a relative threshold of 30% of the peak amplitude was exceeded. Latency differences were calculated for correspondence, correspondence frequency, and interaction terms. Then, 16 subsamples of grand average LRPs for each of the four conditions were computed by omitting in turn 1 of the participants from the grand average. LRP onsets were measured in the waveforms of all subsamples, the standard errors of the difference were determined as outlined by Miller et al. (1998) for factorial designs, and the null hypotheses were tested using one-tailed t tests.
Data Analysis
Trials containing incorrect responses or following an error and trials with RTs less than 100 ms or greater than 1,000 ms were discarded from all analyses. Additionally, trials with hEOG or vEOG activity exceeding a range of 25 V during the epoch or with blockings of a channel were omitted from ERP analysis. As in Experiment 1, repeated measures ANOVAs were performed including the within-subject variables correspondence frequency (80% vs. 20%), correspondence (C vs. NC), and preceding correspondence (C vs. NC). Differences between corresponding and noncorresponding trials were analyzed by means of planned comparisons using two-tailed t tests.
Results

Performance
Responses were faster by 35 ms when stimulus and response locations corresponded than when they did not (M ϭ 425 vs. 460 ms), F(1, 15) ϭ 88.2, p Ͻ .01. Moreover, the Correspondence Frequency ϫ Correspondence interaction was significant, F(1, 15) ϭ 31.7, p Ͻ .01, due to a larger Simon effect in the 80% condition (58 ms), t(15) ϭ 10.0, p Ͻ .01, than in the 20% condition (12 ms), t(15) ϭ 2.2, p Ͻ .05. There was a significant Correspondence ϫ Preceding Correspondence interaction, F(1, 15) ϭ 61.7, p Ͻ .01, which was not reliably modulated by correspondence frequency, F(1, 15) ϭ 2.5, p ϭ .14. As can be seen in Figure 2 , following a corresponding trial there was a regular Simon effect for both correspondence frequency conditions, ts(15) Ͼ 6.0, ps Ͻ .01, which decreased with a noncorresponding predecessor by similar amounts to a reliable 32-ms Simon effect in the 80% condition, t(15) ϭ 3.4, p Ͻ .01, and to a reverse Simon effect (Ϫ25 ms) in the 20% condition, t(15) ϭ 3.8, p Ͻ .01.
Errors consisted of 0.2% slow responses (RT Ͼ 1,000 ms) and 4.9% choice errors; there were no anticipations (RT Ͻ 100 ms). The RT effects were not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off because conditions with shortest RTs were also most accurate. As in Experiment 1, with a corresponding predecessor more errors occurred in noncorresponding trials than in corresponding trials in both the 20% and 80% correspondence frequency conditions (6.8% and 15.0%, respectively), ts(15) Ͼ 4.4, ps Ͻ .01, but not when a noncorresponding event preceded, ts(15) Ͻ 1.7, ps Ͼ .12.
Electrophysiology
As can be seen in Figure 3 , incorrect LRP activity was clearly present when a corresponding trial but not when a noncorrespond- ing trial preceded. We analyzed experimental effects on initial LRP amplitude by performing separate repeated measures ANOVAs including the within-subject variables correspondence frequency (80% vs. 20%), correspondence (C vs. NC), and preceding correspondence (C vs. NC). Testing the earliest time interval of 0 -150 ms did not show any significant main effects or interactions, Fs Ͻ 1.7, ps Ͼ .21. Analysis for six consecutive 25-ms time intervals between 150 and 300 ms came up with a correspondence effect in LRP amplitude that was already reliably modulated by the correspondence sequence between 200 and 225 ms, F(1, 15) ϭ 4.4, p ϭ .05, and then in all subsequent time intervals, Fs(1, 15) Ͼ 10.3, ps Ͻ .01. However, the increased initial incorrect LRP activity in noncorresponding trials of the 80% relative to the 20% correspondence frequency condition (see Figure 3) was confirmed only for the last analysis interval (275-300 ms), F(1, 15) ϭ 4.9, p Ͻ .05.
Therefore, when corresponding trials predominated (80% correspondence frequency condition), C-C trials elicited reliable LRP activity from 150 ms onward, ts(15) Ͼ 2.2, ps Ͻ .05, whereas incorrect LRP activity in C-NC trials started between 200 and 225 ms and lasted until the 250 -275-ms time interval, ts(15) Ͼ 2.3, ps Ͻ .05. After noncorresponding events, there was only correct LRP activity: For NC-C sequences correct LRP activity started to be significantly different from zero between 200 and 225 ms, ts(15) Ͻ 2.1, ps Ͻ .06, and for NC-NC trials between 275 and 300 ms, ts(15) Ͻ 2.4, ps Ͻ .05.
However, when noncorresponding trials predominated (20% correspondence frequency condition), incorrect LRP activation in noncorresponding trials was significant from the earliest time interval up to 250 ms for C-NC trials, ts(15) Ͼ 2.0, ps Ͻ .05, whereas correct LRP activity in C-C trials was elicited between 200 and 225 ms, ts(15) Ͼ 2.0, ps Ͻ .05. For NC-NC trials correct LRP activity was reliably different from zero between 250 and 275 ms, t(15) ϭ -2.7, p Ͻ .05, whereas NC-C trials elicited neither incorrect nor correct LRP activity during the time intervals included in the LRP amplitude analysis.
The analysis of correct LRP onsets confirmed the pattern obtained from the analysis of LRP amplitudes. Like for RTs, there was a correspondence effect, which was present only after corresponding trials, yielding significant effects in the 20% correspondence frequency condition (90 ms), t(15) ϭ 4.3, p Ͻ .01, and in the 80% correspondence frequency condition (130 ms), t(15) ϭ 11.8, p Ͻ .01. Post hoc comparisons indicated the following ordering of LRP onsets in the 20% correspondence frequency condition ( ps Ͻ .05): C-C (230 ms) Ͻ NC-NC (270 ms) Х NC-C (295 ms) Ͻ C-NC (320 ms) and in the 80% condition: C-C (215 ms) Ͻ NC-C (260 ms) Х NC-NC (280 ms) Ͻ C-NC (345 ms). Moreover, correspondence frequency reliably influenced correct LRP onset for NC-C sequences; it occurred 35 ms earlier for frequent than rare corresponding trials, t(15) ϭ 1.8, p Ͻ .05.
hEOG An analysis of hEOG activity identical to that performed for LRP amplitude revealed neither significant main effects nor interactions for any of the experimental variables, Fs Ͻ 1.1, ps Ͼ .32. The fact that hEOG activity from the outer canthi of the left and right eyes is reduced at central electrode sites to, at most, 20% (Elbert, Lutzenberger, Rockstroh, & Birbaumer, 1985) , in combination with the small magnitude of hEOG activity compared with observed LRP amplitudes, rules out a possible contamination of LRP activity. Therefore, LRP effects cannot be due to horizontal ocular activity.
Discussion
As in Experiment 1, the magnitude of the Simon effect in RTs decreased with the frequency of corresponding trials. More important, the analysis of the correspondence sequence again indicated a strong modulation of the Simon effect by the correspondence of the preceding trial. When a corresponding trial preceded, there was a Simon effect in RTs and error rates in both correspondence frequency conditions, indicating response priming via the unconditional route. Consistent with the suppression hypothesis, error rates following a noncorresponding trial were not influenced by location-induced response priming.
The primary result of the LRP analysis is that initial incorrect LRP activity depended on correspondence in trial N -1. That is, after a corresponding predecessor, an early positive-going LRP indicated incorrect response priming in noncorresponding trials. As in previous LRP studies of the Simon effect (e.g., De Jong et al., 1994; Valle-Inclán, 1996) , the incorrect initial activation was followed by correct LRP activity according to the task-relevant stimulus dimension. In contrast, after a noncorresponding predecessor, no incorrect LRP activation was elicited by noncorresponding trials. This finding receives further support from the time course of correct LRP activity, which showed intermediate LRP onsets when a noncorresponding trial preceded independent of current correspondence but a very pronounced Simon effect when a corresponding trial preceded. Thus, LRP results corroborate the view that control is exerted over the unconditional route. That is, as postulated by the suppression hypothesis, after corresponding events the unconditional route is active, but it is blocked after noncorresponding trials.
However, as in Experiment 1, there were frequency-related modulations of RTs that cannot be accounted for by suppression of the unconditional route alone. First, the Simon effect was larger following corresponding trials when corresponding events predominated. Second, in this condition even after noncorresponding trials, a Simon effect of 32 ms was found that reversed to about Ϫ25 ms in the 20% condition. In addition, the finding that correct LRP onset on NC-C trials was earlier when corresponding trials were frequent (80%) than when they were rare (20%) is difficult to reconcile with the suppression view. Hence, these RT and LRP findings indicate that a further mechanism is needed to explain the influence of correspondence frequency on processing speed. Such a mechanism is provided by STM links of variable strength between stimulus and response locations. Consistent with this idea, correspondence frequency effects were clearly present in RTs and in the onset of correct LRP activity for most correspondence sequence conditions. In contrast, early incorrect LRP activity in NC events (up to 275 ms) did not depend on the frequency of corresponding events. Taken together, these findings suggest that the correspondence frequency influences conditional processing but not the onset of initial response activation induced by the unconditional route.
When RT and LRP results of Experiment 2 are viewed in combination, neither the suppression hypothesis nor the STM mapping hypothesis alone can explain the frequency-related modulation of the Simon effect. Rather, it appears that there is control over both routes of information processing in the Simon task. On the one hand, control may be exerted by suppressing the unconditional route after noncorresponding events, whereas on the other hand, correspondence frequency influences the associative strength between stimulus location and response location nodes in the conditional route. However, before this account for modulations of the Simon effect can be accepted, possible alternative explanations must be considered. First, according to a response selection short-cut hypothesis, context-dependent modulations of the Simon effect could be due to exact repetitions of the preceding trial that should produce very fast responses irrespective of the correspondence condition. Second, according to a rule-based view, the repetition of abstract S-R mapping rules may enhance performance (cf. Duncan, 1977) . Whereas this assumption has been put forward for task conditions with various relevant S-R mappings, it is conceivable that it applies also to irrelevant S-R mappings as in the Simon task. In this case, complete S-R alternation trials, that is, where both the stimulus location and the response change between trials, would also contribute to the sequential effect pattern. Consequently, when inferring the mechanisms underlying sequential modulations of the Simon effect one must take into account contributions of specific S-R sequences. To this end, we conducted two additional experiments that focused on the assumption of automatic response activation via the unconditional route and on influences of exact S-R repetitions and rule repetitions on the conditional route.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3 we kept corresponding and noncorresponding events equiprobable to prevent the establishing of STM links between stimulus and response locations due to manipulating the frequency of correspondence conditions. It was a major objective to examine the Simon effect separately for exact repetitions and alternations of stimulus locations and of responses. Usually, S-R sequence and correspondence sequence are confounded. That is, half of the C-C and NC-NC sequences are exact trial repetitions, whereas in C-NC and NC-C sequences either the stimulus position or identity (i.e., response position) alternates between trials (see Figure 4) . One should expect relatively fast responses on exact repetition trials because of the short-cut of the response selection stage suggested by Pashler and Baylis (1991) . Therefore it is difficult to interpret RT effects unequivocally in terms of unconditional route suppression because the Simon effect would be increased after corresponding predecessors and decreased after noncorresponding trials by exact repetitions (cf. Notebaert, Soetens, & Melis, 2001 ). According to the suggestion that benefits are caused by repetitions of S-R mapping rules (cf. Duncan, 1977) , responses should be faster not only for exact repetitions but also for complete alternation trials. In contrast to the exact repetition hypothesis, here, RTs to all C-C and NC-NC sequences should be speeded. Importantly, both the exact repetition and the rule repetition view differ from the suppression hypothesis by assuming automatic response priming via the fast unconditional route irrespective of the correspondence condition in the preceding trial. They predict initial LRP activity as a result of location-based response priming whenever response activation via the conditional route is slower than it is via the unconditional route.
Furthermore, we examined whether the zero Simon effect is caused by a response code decay that would yield a positive Simon effect for fast responses, which gradually turns into a negative Simon effect with increasing response latency (cf. De Jong et al., 1994; Hommel, 1994b; Tagliabue et al., 2000) . This possibility was assessed by calculating cumulative distribution functions for corresponding and noncorresponding trials (vincentizing; cf. Ratcliff, 1979; Thomas & Ross, 1980) . If suppression of the unconditional route is effective in the Simon task after a noncorresponding event, we should expect a zero Simon effect on trial N independent of response latency.
Moreover, the influence of both first-and second-order correspondence sequences on the Simon effect was examined in Experiment 3. In our previous experiments and in those of Stoffels (1996a Stoffels ( , 1996b , only the influence of the immediately preceding event had been considered. However, the analysis of higher order sequential effects seems theoretically interesting as well. On the one hand, S-R performance is strongly influenced by higher order sequences (e.g., Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994 , 1996 Soetens, 1998; Soetens, Boer, & Hueting, 1985; Sommer, Leuthold, & Soetens, 1999) . On the other hand, the costs of switching between two different tasks or between S-R mappings appear to be primarily controlled by the task event in the immediately preceding trial (Rogers & Monsell, 1996) . Effects of higher order sequences might therefore be revealing to the underlying mechanisms of control in the Simon task.
Method Participants
Twelve paid volunteers (age range ϭ 22-31 years, M ϭ 24.0 years; 7 women, 5 men) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. Eleven participants were right-handed (M ϭ 86), and 1 participant was left-handed.
Procedure, Design, and Data Analysis
The experimental session started with a practice block followed by 16 experimental blocks each consisting of 80 trials. Corresponding and noncorresponding trials were equiprobable. Data acquisition and analysis were the same as in Experiment 2, except for the following: Mean LRP amplitude was determined across the 50-ms interval from 200 to 250 ms after stimulus onset. Performance and LRP measures were analyzed in two different ways. First, the correspondence effect in trial N was analyzed as a function of the correspondence condition in both trial N -1 (preceding correspondence) and trial N Ϫ 2 (second-order correspondence). Thus, eight different correspondence sequences were distinguished (C-C-C, NC-C-C, C-NC-C, NC-NC-C, C-C-NC, NC-C-NC, C-NC-NC, NC-NC-NC, with italics indicating the current trial). Second, data were analyzed as a function of the correspondence on trial N and the repetition and alternation of stimulus locations and responses relative to trial N -1.
Results
Analysis of Correspondence Sequence
Performance. RTs and error rates as a function of the firstorder correspondence sequence are depicted in Figure 5 . Repeated measures ANOVAs including the within-subject variables correspondence (C vs. NC), first-order correspondence (C vs. NC), and second-order correspondence (C vs. NC) were performed. Errors averaged 5%, including 0.6% slow response errors (RT Ͼ 1,000 ms) and 4.4% choice errors. There were no anticipation errors (RT Ͻ 100 ms). After corresponding events, there was a significant Simon effect in error rates (8.0%), t(11) ϭ 7.3, p Ͻ .01, but not following noncorresponding events (-0.3%), t Ͻ 1.
Responses were faster when stimulus and response locations corresponded than when they did not (M ϭ 437 vs. 467 ms), F(1, 11) ϭ 122.9, p Ͻ .01. There was a significant Correspondence ϫ Preceding Correspondence interaction, F(1, 11) ϭ 51.3, p Ͻ .01. Planned comparisons revealed a significant Simon effect after corresponding events (62 ms), t(11) ϭ 14.6, p Ͻ .01, but not after noncorresponding events (Ϫ6 ms), t(11) ϭ 1.2, p Ͼ .22. The second-order correspondence sequence did not reliably modulate this RT pattern, F(1, 11) ϭ 2.2, p ϭ .16. After corresponding events, Simon effects were 65 ms and 56 ms in the actual trial for second-order corresponding and noncorresponding predecessors, respectively, ts Ͼ 11.5, ps Ͻ .01. After noncorresponding events, Simon effects were 7 ms and Ϫ11 ms for second-order corresponding and noncorresponding predecessors, respectively, and did not approach significance, ts Ͻ 1.6, ps Ͼ .15.
RT distributions. For each participant, separate RT distributions were computed for corresponding and noncorresponding trials as a function of preceding correspondence by classifying RT for correct trials into 20 bins (5% percentiles). Cumulative distribution functions were obtained for each condition by averaging the RTs associated with each percentile across participants (cf. Ratcliff, 1979; Thomas & Ross, 1980) . For each percentile and preceding correspondence condition, mean RTs for corresponding trials were subtracted from those for noncorresponding trials and were plotted against mean quantile RT (cf. De Jong et al., 1994; Zhang & Kornblum, 1997) . As can be seen in Figure 6 , the distributions revealed a clear influence of the correspondence sequence. With a corresponding response in trial N -1, the Simon effect was present even for the fastest trials, increasing somewhat for longer RTs. In contrast, after noncorresponding trials there was no Simon effect at all except for a small negative one for the slowest responses.
Electrophysiology. The average LRP waveforms are depicted in Figure 7 . A positive-going LRP deflection for noncorresponding trials was visible only after corresponding (left panel) but not after noncorresponding trials (right panel).
The analysis of LRP amplitude 200 -250 ms after stimulus onset revealed a significant main effect of correspondence, F(1, 11) ϭ 4.3, p Ͻ .05, due to a more negative amplitude for corresponding than noncorresponding events (-0.28 vs. 0.1 V). More important, this correspondence effect was modulated by the preceding event, as indicated by the Correspondence ϫ Preceding Correspondence interaction, F(1, 11) ϭ 8.2, p Ͻ .05. This impression was corroborated by the finding of a significant incorrect LRP activation in case of noncorresponding trials after corresponding events (0.37 V), t(11) ϭ 3.3, p Ͻ .01, but not after noncorresponding events (-0.13 V), t(11) ϭ 1.2, p ϭ .13. Second-order correspondence did not affect LRP amplitude, Fs Ͻ 1. As in Experiment 2, LRP amplitude effects cannot be attributed to hEOG activity because the analysis of hEOG activity identical to that of LRP amplitude revealed no significant effects, Fs Ͻ 3.2, ps Ͼ.10. Moreover, comparisons of correct LRP onsets revealed the following ordering ( p Ͻ .05): C-C (235 ms) Ͻ NC-C (265 ms) ϭ NC-NC (265 ms) Ͻ C-NC (330 ms).
Analysis of Stimulus Location and Response Sequences
Performance. RTs according to the sequences of stimulus locations and responses are provided in Figure 4 and Figure 8 . The repeated measures ANOVA included the variables current correspondence, stimulus location sequence (repetition vs. alternation), and response sequence (repetition vs. alternation).
First of all, this analysis revealed shorter RTs for response repetitions than alternations (446 vs. 468 ms), F(1, 11) ϭ 11.0, p Ͻ .01. Second, the Simon effect was smaller for stimulus location repetitions than alternations (20 vs. 35 ms), F(1, 11) ϭ 24.8, p Ͻ .01. Because of the confounding of correspondence sequences and specific S-R sequences (see Figure 4) , this significant interaction is equivalent to the interaction of response sequence with preceding correspondence, F(1, 11) ϭ 24.8, p Ͻ .01, indicating a response repetition effect that was enlarged when a noncorresponding event preceded than when a corresponding event preceded (29 vs. 19 ms, respectively). Finally, RTs to exact repetitions were especially short as reflected by a significant interaction of stimulus location sequence and response sequence, F(1, 11) ϭ 62.7, p Ͻ .01, due to a significant effect of response repetition when stimulus location repeated (56 ms), t(11) ϭ 7.3, p Ͻ .01, but not when it alternated (-12 ms), t(11) ϭ 1.1.
Electrophysiology. Figure 9 shows the LRP waveforms as a function of correspondence, stimulus location sequence, and response sequence. In our analysis, we focused on conditions with incorrect LRP activation and the onset of initial LRP activity. LRP amplitude was measured between 200 and 250 ms. For this analysis, waveforms were referred to a 100-ms poststimulus baseline in order to minimize the influence of positive-and negative-going trends in LRP waveforms as induced by response repetitions and alternations, respectively. Mean incorrect LRP activity was present in noncorresponding trials only when the response was repeated and stimulus location alternated (0.31 V) or when the response alternated and stimulus location was repeated (0.27 V), ts(11) Ͼ 2.1, ps Ͻ .05. There was no incorrect LRP activation in noncorresponding trials when both stimulus location and response were repeated (0.00 V) or when both alternated (-0.13 V), ts Ͻ 1.
LRP onsets were determined by using a fixed amplitude criterion of Ϯ0.3 V, which allowed measuring the onsets of both correct and incorrect initial LRP. Analysis of the initial LRPs revealed earlier onsets when both stimulus location and response repeated (M ϭ 222 ms) or when both alternated (M ϭ 214 ms) than when stimulus location alternated and the response repeated (M ϭ 259 ms), ps Ͻ .05. For trials in which stimulus location repeated and the response alternated, LRP onset was intermediate (M ϭ 243 ms) and did not significantly differ from the other conditions.
Discussion
In Experiment 3 we sought to test the suppression hypothesis as well as alternative accounts of contextual effects on unconditional and conditional S-R routes. To this end, we used a Simon task with equiprobable corresponding and noncorresponding trials to prevent frequency-related response strategies. The analysis of the correspondence sequence extended the findings of Experiment 2 by showing a very large Simon effect in RTs and error rates when the immediately preceding event was a corresponding trial, which was completely absent after a noncorresponding predecessor. Second-order correspondence, however, did not contribute to this sequence-dependent modulation of the Simon effect. The additional analysis of RT distributions showed that the Simon effect was present with fast responses and increased with increasing RT Figure 6 . Distributions of the Simon effect in Experiment 3: Mean reaction times (RTs) for corresponding trials were subtracted from those for noncorresponding trials separately for corresponding and noncorresponding preceding events. RT differences in each 5% percentile were plotted against mean quantile RT. when a corresponding event preceded, whereas it was consistently absent following noncorresponding events. This finding argues against an explanation of the zero Simon effect after NC trials in terms of response inhibition, with a regular Simon effect for fast responses being canceled by a decreasing or inverse Simon effect with increasing response latency. Finally, the LRP provided strong support for the suppression of the unconditional route. Whereas incorrect LRP activity and a Simon effect in correct LRP onset latency were clearly present with a corresponding trial N -1, this was absolutely not the case after noncorresponding predecessors.
A major objective of Experiment 3 was to assess whether a possible benefit caused by exact trial repetitions can mimic suppression of the unconditional route and whether the repetition of S-R mapping rules influences performance. The S-R mapping rule repetition hypothesis receives some support because complete S-R repetitions and alternations appeared to yield shorter RTs than mixed S-R sequence conditions, for example, when stimulus location was repeated but the response alternated (see Figure 8) . Previous studies reported rule repetition benefits for task-relevant S-R mappings (cf. Duncan, 1977) , but they did not investigate task-irrelevant S-R mappings as in the Simon task. In addition, however, a response repetition effect in RTs was revealed with stimulus location repetitions (i.e., exact repetitions) but not with stimulus location alternations. Because mean RT for complete S-R alternation trials was not reliably faster than for mixed S-R conditions, it appears that in the present task exact repetitions speed up processing as compared with conditions in which either stimulus location, the response, or both alternate. Hence, this outcome is consistent with the assumption of a short-cut of the response selection stage (e.g., Pashler & Baylis, 1991) that is located within the conditional route.
To further elucidate the impact of exact repetitions to the suppression pattern, we ran an additional analysis of the correspondence sequence that omitted exact repetition trials. This analysis revealed a Simon effect in RTs that was strongly reduced from 52 ms for corresponding predecessors to 15 ms for noncorresponding predecessors, F(1, 11) ϭ 16.9, p Ͻ .01. This time, the 15-ms Simon effect with noncorresponding predecessors was significant, t(11) ϭ 6.5, p Ͻ .05. Like for RTs, there was a large Simon effect in error rates with a corresponding predecessor (7.7%); however, no such effect was present with a noncorresponding predecessor (0.7%), t Ͻ 1. Therefore, there appears to be at least a strong reduction of the Simon effect after noncorresponding trials even when exact repetitions are excluded.
Likewise, we compared LRPs on complete alternation trials-in which conditional route processing seems to be slower than for complete S-R repetitions-with LRPs elicited by mixed-sequence trials. These two trial conditions showed a similar RT level, suggesting comparable processing speed within the conditional route. Crucially, incorrect LRP activity in noncorresponding events occurred only for the combination of response repetition and stimulus location alternation or when responses alternated and stimulus location repeated, that is, following corresponding trials. In contrast, incorrect LRP activation was absent on complete alternation trials, that is, after noncorresponding predecessors. Moreover, if response priming in the unconditional route were independent of the S-R sequence condition, initial LRP activity on corresponding trials should never be canceled by conditional response activation because both routes should activate the correct response. This prediction was also clearly disconfirmed because correct LRP onset was delayed in corresponding trials when stimulus location was repeated while the response alternated and vice versa (noncorresponding predecessor) as compared with complete alternation trials (corresponding predecessor). Instead, delayed correct LRP activation in corresponding trials after noncorresponding events is consistent with the suggestion of unconditional route suppression.
In conclusion, both RT and LRP findings provide support for the idea that processing within the conditional route is speeded on exact repetition trials because of a short-cut of response selection (e.g., Pashler & Baylis, 1991) . Moreover, the strong reduction of the Simon effect in RTs with noncorresponding as compared with corresponding predecessors even when exact repetition trials were excluded supports the idea of control over the unconditional route. This assumption is further corroborated by the absence of initial LRP activity after noncorresponding trials. However, it seems worthwhile to provide additional evidence for response priming via the unconditional route and its suppression while controlling for S-R repetitions and alternations across correspondence sequences.
Experiment 4
In Experiment 4 corresponding and noncorresponding events varied between experimental blocks so that all trials within a block were either congruent or incongruent. This blockwise manipulation of correspondence made it possible to examine the influence of the correspondence sequence while contributions from the S-R sequence or SRC rule sequence were held constant. Because of the blockwise presentation of correspondence conditions, however, participants might base responses simply on stimulus location, changing the Simon task into a spatial SRC task. To preclude such a strategy, no-go responses were randomly interspersed within each block. This required participants to attend to stimulus shape as a task-relevant dimension just as in the standard Simon task, because disregarding stimulus shape and responding only to stimulus location would yield excessive false-alarm rates.
The presentation of no-go events has the additional advantage that the covert activation of the motor system can be measured in isolation, that is, without any overlapping motor activity as elicited by response execution. This also allowed us to test the assumption that participants used stimulus shape for selecting the appropriate response. The duration of conditional processing in go trials should be shorter for corresponding than noncorresponding stimulus location-to-response location mappings (cf. Kornblum et al., 1990) . Because initial LRP activity in no-go events is assumed to be due to response priming via the unconditional route, subtracting no-go-trial LRPs from go-trial LRPs of identical correspondence conditions should obliterate priming-related LRP activity and retain only LRP activity that reflects correct response activation as triggered by the conditional route.
Most important for present purposes, however, on consecutive go trials stimulus location repetitions and alternations are tied to repetitions and alternations of stimulus shape (and response), respectively. As a result, there are either identical repetitions or complete alternations involved in the trial sequence or, in other words, there are only SRC rule repetitions. Consequently, it can be excluded that influences of the S-R sequence mimic an effect of contextual influences on the Simon effect, although identical repetitions should still produce the fastest responses because of a short-cut of the response selection stage.
Thus, the present experiment provides a stronger test of the suppression hypothesis. This view posits that response priming takes place only in blocks of corresponding events but not at all in blocks containing noncorresponding events (see also Stoffels, 1996a Stoffels, , 1996b . More specifically, in corresponding blocks, priming via unconditional route processing should speed up responses in go trials and enhance errors for no-go events ("false alarms") as compared with noncorresponding blocks in which response priming should be absent because of unconditional route suppression. Clearly, then, correct LRP activity in go trials should start earlier in corresponding than in noncorresponding blocks. For no-go responses, initial LRP activation, reflecting unconditional response activation, should be present only in corresponding but not in noncorresponding blocks. In contrast, if response priming in the unconditional route is truly automatic and not subject to control, initial LRP activity in no-go trials should be present in corresponding and noncorresponding blocks.
Method Participants
Twelve paid volunteers (age range ϭ 19 -36 years, M ϭ 26.3 years; 4 women, 8 men) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. According to Oldfield's (1971) handedness score, 11 of them were righthanded (M ϭ 92) and 1 was left-handed.
Stimuli
A star with eight tines (0.66°ϫ 0.66°; 4.2 cd/m 2 ) was introduced as a no-go signal in addition to the square and the diamond used in the earlier experiments. All stimuli were presented for 100 ms above or below fixation with an eccentricity of 1.2°visual angle.
Procedure and Design
Participants were instructed to withhold responses when the star (no-go signal) was presented and to make fast and accurate choice responses to squares and diamonds (go signals). As in the previous experiments, square and diamond were assigned to the upper and lower response keys, respectively, with the shape-to-key and the finger-to-key mapping balanced across participants. The experimental session started with a practice block of 60 trials. The main experiment contained 24 blocks of 60 trials each, yielding a total of 1,440 trials. Within each block two thirds were go and one third were no-go trials. Blocks with corresponding and noncorrespond-ing events changed between experimental halves; ordering of these conditions was balanced across participants.
Data Analysis
Exclusion criteria for erroneous or artifactual data were the same as for Experiments 2 and 3. Mean LRP amplitude was determined for go and no-go conditions across the 50-ms interval from 200 to 250 ms after stimulus onset. Correct LRP onset was again analyzed following the jackknife-based method (Miller et al., 1998) . RTs were subjected to an ANOVA including the variables correspondence (corresponding vs. noncorresponding), preceding response (go vs. no-go), and stimulus location sequence (repetition vs. alternation). The ANOVA on error rates containing choice errors and false alarms included the additional variable current response (go vs. no-go).
Results
Performance
The ANOVA on error rates yielded a main effect of current response, F(1, 11) ϭ 11.5, p Ͻ .01. Go events elicited a mean of 2.6% choice errors, and in response to no-go events there were 7.0% false-alarm errors. More incorrect responses were made for stimulus alternations than for repetitions (M ϭ 6.1% vs. 3.4%), F(1, 11) ϭ 11.7, p Ͻ .01; after go as compared with no-go trials (M ϭ 5.8% vs. 3.8%), F(1, 11) ϭ 13.4, p Ͻ .01; and for response alternations as compared with repetitions (M ϭ 6.6% vs. 2.9%), F(1, 11) ϭ 18.9, p Ͻ .01. More important, the interaction of correspondence and current response was highly significant, F(1, 11) ϭ 12.5, p Ͻ .01. In corresponding blocks more errors occurred for no-go than for go responses (9.9% vs. 1.2%), t(11) ϭ 3.9, p Ͻ .01. In noncorresponding blocks error rates did not differ between no-go and go trials (difference ϭ 0.1%), t Ͻ 1. This effect of correspondence and current response was further modulated by the stimulus sequence, F(1, 11) ϭ 8.0, p Ͻ .05. In no-go trials of corresponding blocks the false-alarm rate was much higher for stimulus location alternations than repetitions (14.4% vs. 5.4%), t(11) ϭ 3.8, p Ͻ .01, whereas stimulus location repetitions and alternations did not differ for the remaining correspondence and current response conditions, ts Ͻ 1.5, ps Ͼ .16.
RTs on go trials are depicted in Figure 10 . The analysis of go trials revealed faster responses in corresponding than in noncorresponding blocks (difference ϭ 65 ms), F(1, 11) ϭ 66.7, p Ͻ .01; after go as compared with no-go events (difference ϭ 67 ms), F(1, 11) ϭ 71.9, p Ͻ .01; and when stimulus location repeated rather than when it alternated (difference ϭ 9 ms), F(1, 11) ϭ 7.6, p Ͻ .05. Moreover, correspondence interacted with stimulus location sequence, F(1, 11) ϭ 15.7, p Ͻ .01. In noncorresponding blocks, RTs were shorter by 19 ms for stimulus location repetitions than alternations, whereas in corresponding blocks, a nonsignificant mean RT difference of -1 ms occurred. There were significant two-way interactions of preceding response with both correspondence, F(1, 11) ϭ 12.7, p Ͻ .01, and stimulus location sequence, F(1, 11) ϭ 38.9, p Ͻ .01. As can be seen in Figure 10 , the response slowing in trials after no-go compared with preceding go trials was larger in noncorresponding than in corresponding blocks (differences ϭ 84 ms and 51 ms, respectively). Moreover, the stimulus location repetition effect was present only after go trials, ts Ͼ 3.4, ps Ͻ .01, but not after no-go trials.
Electrophysiology
LRP onsets in go trials were 65 ms earlier for corresponding than for noncorresponding blocks (see Figure 11 , top panel), t(11) ϭ 3.4, p Ͻ .05. Moreover, mean LRP amplitudes in no-go trials differed significantly from zero in corresponding blocks (-0.61 V), t(11) ϭ 6.2, p Ͻ .01, whereas mean LRP amplitude in no-go trials for noncorresponding blocks did not reach significance by a wide margin (0.18 V), t(11) ϭ 1.4, p ϭ .19.
The bottom panel of Figure 11 depicts difference waveforms when subtracting no-go LRP activity from go LRP activity for identical correspondence conditions. Initial LRP activity in go and no-go trials is assumed to be due to unconditional response priming. Therefore, the subtraction should cancel out activation caused by unconditional route processing, and these difference waveforms retain only LRP activity reflecting correct response activation due to conditional processing. As can be seen in Figure 11 , this subtraction yielded difference waves with virtually identical onsets. Hence the timing of conditional route processing seems to be indistinguishable in the different correspondence conditions.
Discussion
In the present experiment, correspondence was varied blockwise. Therefore, it is important to point out that participants followed the instructions and did base their responses on stimulus shape as in a standard Simon task. This conclusion is supported by reasonably low overall false-alarm rates and by the time course of response activation in the conditional route after the removal of priming-related activation. After subtracting no-go LRPs from go LRPs, the onsets of the resulting difference waves in the different correspondence conditions were indistinguishable. This shows that processing duration in the conditional route was unaffected by correspondence, suggesting that stimulus shape and not location was used for selecting the appropriate response. Therefore, the performance differences between corresponding and noncorresponding blocks to be discussed below can be ascribed to unconditional route processing.
In the previous experiments the Simon effect was modulated by the preceding correspondence condition, but contextual dependencies other than S-R repetitions and alternations remained debatable. In Experiment 4 blockwise manipulation of correspondence conditions controlled for the influence of S-R repetitions and alternations. Nevertheless, the observed effects remained consistent with the suppression hypothesis. First, responses were faster in corresponding than in noncorresponding blocks, which was directly reflected in the LRP onsets for go events. Second, the false-alarm rate on no-go trials was enhanced in corresponding as compared with noncorresponding blocks; in the latter case, response priming should be absent because of unconditional route suppression. Finally, reliable LRP activity in no-go events was observed only in corresponding blocks. Thus, differential involvement of response priming was clearly indicated by the presence and absence of no-go LRP activity in corresponding and noncorresponding blocks, respectively.
These results are consistent with the idea that response priming is present only in corresponding blocks and absent in noncorresponding blocks. Therefore, the suggestion that unconditional route processing is suppressed when the task context indicates response priming as a disadvantage receives strong support for a task in which corresponding and noncorresponding events were blocked.
General Discussion
Current accounts of the Simon effect use dual-route models (e.g., De Jong et al., 1994; Hommel, 1993; Kornblum et al., 1990) , which assume an unconditional response priming route and a slower conditional route of response selection. In recent chronometric studies (Hommel, 1994b; Toth et al., 1995) , it has been suggested that the relative frequency of corresponding trials modulates how information about stimulus location is used to select the response (STM link hypothesis). In addition, it was assumed that automatic response priming via the unconditional route is not influenced by the correspondence frequency variable.
We examined whether manipulations of correspondence frequency influenced controlled S-R processing as suggested by the STM link hypothesis. Additionally, we investigated whether the event sequence determines the effectiveness of an automatic response priming route as postulated by the suppression hypothesis. The results of the present series of experiments have demonstrated that frequency-related modulations might be, at least for a large part, accounted for by intertrial dependencies induced by the correspondence sequence. The combined measures of RTs, errors, and LRP waves support the notion that this influence is related to a suppression of the unconditional route.
Experiment 1 demonstrated the usefulness of a combined analysis of frequency-related effects and of short-term effects induced by the first-order correspondence sequence. Thus, with 80% and 50% corresponding events, a Simon effect was obtained only after a corresponding but not after a noncorresponding predecessor. This result is in agreement with the assumption of unconditional route suppression, which is released only after a preceding corresponding trial. In contrast, with 20% corresponding events the Simon effect was reversed after noncorresponding events. Moreover, for the trials preceded by a corresponding event a significant influence of correspondence frequency still remained. Both results indicate an additional effect of correspondence frequency that is based on an associative component using location information to select the response.
Experiment 2 provided a refined test of the suppression and STM link hypotheses by recording the LRP in order to assess the Figure 11 . Upper panel: Lateralized readiness potential (LRP) waveforms depicted separately for blocks with corresponding (C; gray lines) and noncorresponding (NC; black lines) mapping, further distinguished for current go (solid lines) and no-go (dashed lines) events. No-go LRPs were calculated referring to the stimulus-response (S-R) location relationship (upper S ϭ upper key, lower S ϭ lower key). Activity of the motor cortex ipsilateral to the hand on the key corresponding to the S location was subtracted from contralateral motor cortex activity. Therefore, in no-go trials, negative LRP deflections indicate activation in the direction of the S location. Lower panel: Difference waves when LRP waveforms for no-go events were subtracted from LRP waveforms for go events for blocks with corresponding and noncorresponding mappings.
presence and temporal dynamics of covert response activation. Again, RTs and error rates provided support for the view that the correspondence sequence influences the Simon effect. Consistent with the suppression hypothesis, the presence of incorrect LRP activity in noncorresponding events-taken to indicate response priming-depended on the first-order correspondence sequence irrespective of the correspondence frequency condition. Initial incorrect LRP activity in a noncorresponding trial occurred only after a corresponding trial but not after a noncorresponding predecessor. The suppression hypothesis is further supported by the analysis of the onset latency of the negative-going LRP; it showed a Simon effect only with a corresponding but not with a noncorresponding predecessor. As in Experiment 1, RTs indicated an additional influence of an associative component. For trials following corresponding events, the Simon effect was larger when corresponding trials were frequent (80%) than when they were rare (20%). In addition, after noncorresponding events a standard and reverse Simon effect occurred for the 80% and 20% correspondence frequency conditions, respectively.
Experiment 3 focused on the unconditional route suppression hypothesis by keeping corresponding and noncorresponding events equiprobable. Again, analysis of the correspondence sequence indicated a Simon effect in RTs and error rates only when the immediately preceding event had been corresponding and not when it had been noncorresponding. As in Experiment 2, incorrect LRP activity was modulated by the first-order correspondence sequence. Therefore, behavioral and LRP results provide strong evidence for the conjecture that the immediately preceding correspondence condition controls the momentary release of unconditional route suppression.
In Experiment 4 correspondence was manipulated blockwise, and no-go trials were interspersed to enforce the processing of the shape dimension. Consistent with a sequence-dependent modulation of unconditional response priming, more errors were elicited by no-go events in corresponding blocks than in noncorresponding blocks. Even more important, initial LRP activity on no-go trials was triggered only in corresponding blocks but not in noncorresponding blocks. These findings directly support the suppression hypothesis.
In general, present findings indicate that dual-route processing is influenced both by the type of correspondence of the preceding event and by the relative frequency of corresponding trials. First, the results agree with Stoffels's (1996a Stoffels's ( , 1996b ) assumption concerning SRC effects in a sense that the unconditional route is inhibited after noncorresponding trials in order to prevent premature wrong responses elicited by future incorrect response priming. This assumption can now be extended to the Simon effect. That is, here too, the response priming route is suppressed for an irrelevant location dimension after a noncorresponding predecessor but not after a corresponding one. Whether or not suppression is the default mode of the unconditional route cannot be decided, however, on the basis of the present results. Second, present results support the STM link hypothesis, which posits that location information is used for response selection when it is of predictive value. Although exact trial repetitions do contribute to correspondence sequence effects, context-dependent modulations are still present when exact repetitions are controlled for.
In the following section, we first discuss the impact of overall frequency of corresponding and noncorresponding trials on information processing that supports the STM link hypothesis. Next, we evaluate the possible confounding influence of S-R sequences and their role for contextual modulations of the Simon effect. Then, we attempt to answer the important question: What actually causes suppression and disinhibition of the unconditional route? Because available accounts concerning the suppression of response codes or of stimulus location codes are insufficient to explain the present data pattern, we suggest a new model incorporating executive control and top-down influences on dual-route processing. Finally, we describe the impact of contextual control and response suppression in other conflict paradigms.
Frequency-Related Influences on Conditional Route Processing
There was an influence of the overall frequency of corresponding and noncorresponding trials on RTs and correct LRP onset. In Experiment 1 the Simon effect decreased from the 80% to the 50% correspondence frequency condition when a corresponding event preceded. Furthermore, there was a reverse Simon effect in the 20% correspondence frequency condition after noncorresponding predecessors. Also, in Experiment 2 the Simon effect decreased with the frequency of corresponding trials when a corresponding event preceded. In agreement with this finding the Simon effect in correct LRP onset latency was larger for the 80% than for the 20% correspondence frequency condition after a corresponding trial. Finally, there was a similar decrease of the Simon effect from the 80% to the 20% correspondence frequency condition after corresponding and noncorresponding predecessors, resulting in a reduced and a reverse Simon effect, respectively. This pattern of results suggests an associative component operating on the conditional route of response selection. Conditional route processing seems to be sensitive to stimulus location information in order to weight corresponding versus noncorresponding S-R mapping rules. In line with the assumptions of Toth et al. (1995) and Tagliabue et al. (2000) , the preferential mapping between stimulus and response location in the Simon task might be established by an STM link yielding a preference for corresponding S-R mappings with 80% correspondence frequency, whereas noncorresponding mappings are preferred with 20% corresponding trials.
Influences of correspondence frequency on the conditional route are evident in late correct LRP onset and in LRP amplitude measures. These frequency effects started no earlier than 275 ms after stimulus onset, whereas the influence of the correspondence sequence on LRP amplitude began already around 200 ms and was not modulated by correspondence frequency.
Participants expecting specific correspondence conditions cannot explain the present pattern of results because it would predict the presence of incorrect LRP activity in some noncorresponding conditions in which it is in fact completely absent. For example, if utilization of location information were expectancy-based, corresponding events should be expected after noncorresponding events when the overall frequency of corresponding trials is high. This should enhance the reliance on location information on the next trial, resulting in initial incorrect LRP activation for noncorresponding trials with noncorresponding predecessors. However, this was not observed. When, in contrast, noncorresponding events are frequent, participants should expect a noncorresponding event after a corresponding one. Hence, there should be no initial incorrect LRP activation for noncorresponding followers of corresponding events. This prediction was also not borne out. In summary, these observations are more in line with frequency-related changes in the speed of conditional route processing via the formation of STM links in combination with the blocking of the fast response priming route after a noncorresponding preceding trial.
Thus, present frequency-related influences on performance suggest that task-irrelevant S-R correspondence is encoded by the cognitive system and determines the choice of an adequate processing strategy (cf. Logan, 1985) . Future studies may reveal whether the formation of STM links relates to more automatic influences (cf. Toth et al., 1995) or whether they reflect timeconsuming strategy-related effects on controlled S-R processing.
Context-Dependent Modulations
Before discussing a possible mechanism underlying modulations of the Simon effect by the correspondence sequence, we want to reiterate the arguments against possible alternative explanations in terms of exact repetition trials or S-R mapping rule repetitions. As outlined above, specific S-R sequences contribute differentially to the context-dependent modulations of the Simon effect. In fact, RTs in Experiments 3 and 4 indicated an influence of exact repetition trials that might be explained in terms of a short-cut of response selection within the conditional route.
In evaluating these alternative accounts, it is critical to consider the assumption shared by the exact repetition and the S-R mapping rule repetition view, namely, that automatic response priming via the fast unconditional route undergoes no contextual change. It is because of this automaticity assumption that explanations in terms of both specific S-R sequences and S-R rule repetitions face major problems. First, these accounts cannot explain the absence of incorrect LRP activity in noncorresponding events after noncorresponding predecessors. This problem becomes particularly clear when corresponding trials are frequent. Here, in a noncorresponding trial the incorrect response should be activated by the unconditional route on the basis of long-term memory associations as well as by the conditional route on the basis of STM links for the predominating S-R contingency. It is difficult to see how rule repetitions could counteract these initial incorrect response tendencies, resulting in the absence of incorrect LRP activity as obtained in Experiment 2 for NC-NC trials when corresponding conditions were frequent.
Second, in Experiment 4 the repetition of specific S-R sequences was held constant between blocks of corresponding and noncorresponding events. However, no-go events elicited a higher false-alarm rate in corresponding than in noncorresponding blocks. Moreover, priming-related LRP activity in no-go events was present only in blocks of corresponding events but was completely absent in noncorresponding blocks. Therefore, the repetition of specific S-R sequences is insufficient to explain the blocking of the unconditional route.
An alternative account to the suppression hypothesis might be based on inhibition accounts of negative priming (e.g., Shiu & Kornblum, 1996; Tipper, 1985 ; for an alternative view, see Neill, Valdes, & Terry, 1995) . One may suggest that noncorresponding trials in a two-choice Simon task require a selection between two conflicting response tendencies produced by the unconditional and conditional routes, resulting in an inhibition of the incorrectly primed response representation. When the response alternates after a noncorresponding event, it is the inhibited response that has to be executed, causing RT costs as compared with noninhibited responses. Accordingly, location-based response activation after noncorresponding events should be largely suppressed for response alternations but not for response repetitions, and these RT costs should be present for both corresponding and noncorresponding conditions on trial N. Because response sequences contributed equally to current noncorresponding trials in the present experiments, incorrect LRP activation should be small but not completely absent, as observed in the present experiments.
However, definite conclusions regarding the validity of this view can be made only after considering the influence of the response sequence. The negative priming account predicts response priming to be absent when on trial N -1 there is response conflict and when it is the inhibited response that has to be executed on trial N, that is, when the response alternates after a noncorresponding predecessor. As can be seen in Figure 8 (right panel), in these conditions RTs for corresponding (471 ms) and noncorresponding (472 ms) trials suggest the absence of the Simon effect, consistent with the negative priming view. Also, the LRP revealed no correct or incorrect initial activity in these conditions ( Figure 9 , right panel). However, the negative priming view has problems explaining why initial LRP activity is also absent after noncorresponding predecessors when the response repeats ( Figure  9 , left panel); in addition, RTs in this condition suggest a small negative Simon effect (-12 ms; see Figure 8 , left panel) rather than the positive one predicted by negative priming. These latter results suggest that suppression of response priming is a more general phenomenon and not limited to the inhibition of a single previous conflicting response.
Suppression and Response Monitoring
In this section, we outline in some detail a speculative mechanism of contextual control inspired by ideas originally put forward by Kornblum et al. (1990) . In their dual-route model of SRC, Kornblum et al. proposed that incorrect response activation caused by automatic response priming is held in check by a response monitoring process that compares the primed response with the response determined by response selection. When a mismatch occurs, as in the case of spatially noncorresponding conditions in the Simon task, the incorrectly activated response is aborted. Hence, one may explain the suppression of the response priming route as a function of the correspondence sequence by slightly modifying Kornblum et al.'s view about response monitoring.
First of all, studies examining error processing provided behavioral and electrophysiological evidence for a response monitoring system (Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991; Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993; Rabbitt, 1966) . Furthermore, Kopp, Rist, and Mattler (1996) found a negative ERP deflection when response conflicts occurred, which they took as a marker of a continuously active monitoring system that is needed to supervise incorrect response activations and to resolve response conflicts. A recent study using functional magnetic resonance imaging (Carter et al., 1998) showed the anterior cingulate cortex, a brain region on the medial surface of the frontal lobe, to be active not only during incorrect responses but also during correct overt performance under conditions of response conflict. Moreover, event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging studies found anterior cingulate cortex activation to depend on the task context: It was largest for conflicting events when no conflict had been expected (Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell, Carter, & Cohen, 1999; Carter et al., 2000) .
Therefore, we suggest an ancillary monitoring mechanism that is continuously active in parallel to the ongoing processing of different S-R pathways (cf. Sanders, 1983) . Similar to Kornblum et al. (1990) , we assume that the monitoring process receives information about the incorrectly activated response, whereas response selection provides information about the correct response. However, we assume that the monitoring process is capable not only of resolving response conflicts but also of exerting a modulating influence on sensorimotor pathways to control future S-R processing.
Accordingly, following a response conflict, the monitoring system may send a control signal that blocks transmission of the output of the unconditional route to the motor execution system. In contrast to Stoffels (1996a Stoffels ( , 1996b , we do not assume a preset suppression of the unconditional priming route. Our view has the advantage that information about the status of response priming is available regardless of its appropriateness. Evidence for this assumption comes from results of an ERP study of Stürmer and Leuthold (1999) . They demonstrated a dissociation in lateralized ERP activity as a function of the correspondence sequence over motor areas and over the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). That is, when a noncorresponding event preceded, there was no sign of incorrect response priming over the motor cortex indicating suppression, whereas incorrect lateralized ERP activity over the PPC was the same as after a corresponding event. Furthermore, activity over the PPC started 100 ms before primary motor cortex activation. Because the PPC is now conceived as a cortical area serving sensorimotor functions (cf. Andersen, Snyder, Bradley, & Xing, 1997; Milner & Goodale, 1995) , it appears that sensorimotor information is blocked along its way from the PPC to the motor cortex. Thus, examining the contribution of different cortical areas in cognitive interference tasks may reveal important insights about human sensorimotor functioning and executive control as well as the interplay of response monitoring and sensorimotor transmission.
Conclusion
We examined modulations of the Simon effect as induced by correspondence frequency, correspondence sequences, and S-R sequences and found three mechanisms: one that acts on the unconditional route by means of suppression as a function of the correspondence sequence and two others that act on the conditional route via temporary STM links and by a response selection short-cut when identical S-R events are repeated. Yet, we do not know whether STM links reflect a voluntarily established topdown influence on the S-R processing stream or whether this component underlies the influence of the correspondence sequence either strengthening or weakening specific links between stimulus and response locations. Similarly, it is an open question whether suppression of the unconditional processing route after noncorresponding events and its release after corresponding events should be thought of as a discrete mechanism or in terms of a gating mechanism, which allows the assignment of variable weights to this route. However, future studies may take advantage of the combined analysis of frequency-induced and sequence-induced modulations of the Simon effect introduced here to elucidate the mechanisms underlying strategic influences and the role of executive control mechanisms.
